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TRD–2645: The Future of Work with Watson: Build 
Tomorrow’s Workplace Today with the Magic of 
Cognitive

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  04:00 PM – 04:45 PM

What is the future of work? Are you just managing everyday distractions or 

capturing every moment of your day to deliver better business outcomes? A 

cognitive business is built on a foundation that helps people be the best performers 

and team members they can be. Distractions are minimized, and employees can 

spend more time in "flow." Come learn how IBM and strategic partners are building 

tomorrow’s enterprise today with open, connected Cloud and Watson APIs that 

infuse the ability to understand, reason and learn into workplace applications. A 

special appearance from Marco Tempest, world- renowned cyber illusionist, will 

captivate you through illusions that blend digital media and magic to provide a 

glimpse of the future.

25 October 2016

Inhi Suh, IBM
Marco Tempest, Marco Tempest

Not Industry Specific
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TRD–3871: Changing Health through the Power of 
Cognitive

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  11:00 AM – 11:45 AM

Cory Wiegert, Vice President of Offering Management at Watson Health, will 

discuss the rapidly changing healthcare landscape and the opportunity to use 

cognitive technology to develop solutions for hospitals, doctors, and consumes 

consumers focused on health and wellness. The explosion of data, coupled with the 

increasing use of the ‘Internet of Things,’ are is changing the ways doctors can help 

empower patients and impact healthcare outcomes. Watson cognitive technology 

has the ability to understand, reason and learn, and will provide opportunities to 

assist doctors improve health, and find new ways to help personalize and improve 

patient care.

TRD–3872: Outthink Content Chaos—A Winning 
Strategy for Content Services

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  04:00 PM – 04:45 PM

Business content is now woven so seamlessly into front- and back-office 

processes that it is often invisible—until Content Chaos erupts. Content Chaos is 

what disrupts customer experience when documents are lost during onboarding, 

26 October 2016

Cory Wiegert, IBM Healthcare & Life Sciences

24 October 2016
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when critical information is missing or inaccurate in a business process, or when 

teams can’t share the right content. With appearances by ECM thought leaders and 

practitioners from IBM, Box and Nationwide Insurance, the ECM Trends and 

Directions session will present a powerful strategy for content services that can 

help you identify and defeat Content Chaos, win new customers and retain the ones 

you have, improve employee engagement and business agility, and ultimately grow 

revenue.

TRD–3873: Put Analytics at the Heart of Your 
Cognitive Business, Part 2

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  12:00 PM – 12:45 PM

Welcome to the cognitive era, where massive amounts of vital, yet underutilized 

data can now be harnessed to deliver insights, evaluate risks and drive action. 

Learn how IBM solutions are empowering leaders in virtually every industry to 

outthink challenges and make smarter, data-driven decisions. Discover how to 

transform financial and operational planning by streamlining planning, budgeting, 

forecasting and reporting processes, and learn how to improve the efficiency and 

effectiveness of your sales teams. Join us to see the latest advances in our 

portfolio, and discover powerful new solutions that can understand, reason, learn, 

and interact naturally—and enable you to start your journey to becoming a cognitive 

enterprise. 

Rich Howarth, IBM
Robert Burkhart, Nationwide Insurance
Chris Yeh, Box

Insurance - General

24 October 2016
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TRD–3874: Watson Conversational: The Future of 
Engagement With Bots and Virtual Agents

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  03:00 PM – 03:45 PM

Cognitive conversation is the next frontier of client engagement. Whether through 

bots or virtual agents that can understand and engage in natural language dialogs, 

today's users demand experiences that go beyond conventional customer service, 

such as helping customers instantly and seamlessly engage with a bank, order a 

pizza from an app, or make hotel reservations. In this session, Beth Smith, GM of 

Technology for IBM Watson, explains how Watson enables new business outcomes 

driven by cognitive capabilities. Innovators and thought leaders will join Beth in this 

interactive session to explore the future of cognitive conversational engagement.

TRD–3878: Put Analytics at the Heart of Your 
Cognitive Business, Part 1

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

Damian Bugg, Lendlease
Alistair Rennie, IBM
Bill Guilmart, IBM

Not Industry Specific

25 October 2016

Beth Smith, IBM Not Industry Specific
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 ,  11:00 AM – 11:45 AM

Join us to learn how analytics are evolving in the cognitive era. This session will 

highlight IBM’s business and advanced analytics offerings for data science, 

business intelligence, and self-service smart data discovery. With today’s rapid 

pace of business, companies must look at information in new ways to make 

decisions confidently. Across industries, functions and professions, the ability to 

make sense of data is fundamental to compete in a time of disruptors and 

disruptions. IBM Cognos Analytics, Watson Analytics, Watson Analytics for Social 

Media, SPSS and the Data Science Experience are helping to solve challenges and 

change the way organizations like yours deliver collaborative analytic experiences 

to every knowledge seeker.

TRD–3880: Architect the Future with IT Infrastructure 
for the Cognitive Era

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  01:00 PM – 01:45 PM

Organizations will depend on data and immediacy to thrive in this new cognitive and 

cloud era. As a result, IT leaders will architect their business foundations with 

infrastructure to give meaning to unstructured and dark data when the window of 

action is measured in milliseconds. Join us to hear from clients who are 

transforming their IT infrastructure with analytics acceleration and data- centric 

design, and how they are delivering new cognitive services through the cloud 

platform.

24 October 2016

Marc Altshuller, IBM
Richard Wiedenbeck , Ameritas 
Eric Gundersen, Mapbox

Information Technology

24 October 2016
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TRD–3901: Changing the Game with Cognitive 
Security

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  03:00 PM – 03:45 PM

As the costs of cybercrime to the global economy top $400B, it's easy to 

understand why attackers are constantly seeking new ways to win. Cyber gangs, 

attack vectors and fraud as a service have defined this shift in crime where 

everyone is a target and any piece of data is up for grabs. We need our own game 

changer to catch up with - and stay ahead of - today's threats. Cognitive security, 

backed by an immune system approach, is that game changer. Join this session to 

find out why Cognitive is the next era of security, and how it will unlock new 

possibilities.

TRD–3903: Building and Innovating with Data

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  03:00 PM – 03:45 PM

Scott Crowder, IBM Information Technology

24 October 2016

Suzy Deffeyes, IBM
Marc van Zadelhoff, IBM

Information Technology

24 October 2016
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Cloud, open source and collaboration have created an environment for developers 

and architects to flourish. Not just traditional application developers but new 

builders – professionals from all walks of IT that are getting their hands on new 

services, architectures and systems – from ground to cloud and everything in 

between. Builders are innovating with open source to develop at the speed of the 

community, building with Spark to accelerate applications and extending to use 

hybrid data services for more robust analytics. Do you have these services in your 

toolkit? Are you building and innovating with data to propel your organization 

forward? Come hear more about these trends and directions and how IBM can help 

you innovate faster.

Speaker Industry

TRD–3904: Digital Innovation in the Era of Cloud and 
Cognitive

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  02:00 PM – 02:45 PM

In this era of historic innovation, where it’s no longer enough to iterate products and 

services, see what’s possible when you give your apps cognitive capabilities. From 

analyzing video and text, to scouring big data for insights, discover how the newest 

IBM Cloud solutions and Watson APIs can help you drive new opportunities and 

transform your business with total visibility and control. 

Rob Thomas, IBM Not Industry Specific

24 October 2016

Jason McGee, IBM Not Industry Specific
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TRD–3908: Conquer the Digital World with a Cloud 
Analytics Platform

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  10:00 AM – 10:45 AM

The digital business model is creating disruption in nearly every industry as 

organizations realize the value data offers in understanding the customer, sensing 

market shifts and innovating faster than the competition. Join this session to learn 

how IBM’s next generation data and analytics platform helps organizations realize 

the full promise of data. Hear how Verizon and Macquarie Bank are using the latest 

data and analytics technology to enrich user experiences and accelerate time to 

value. Discover how collaborative workspaces are bringing together data engineers, 

data scientists, data developers and business analysts, and how Spark, Hadoop, 

Python and other open source technologies are enabling them to work in new, 

collaborative ways.

TRD–3944: The Genius of Things: Everyday Objects, 
Exceptional Outcomes

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  09:00 AM – 09:45 AM

24 October 2016

Bashyam Damodaram, Verizon 

Wireless



Derek Schoettle, IBM

Retail

26 October 2016
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The Internet of Things isn’t just about gathering intelligence from every connected 

object; it's about getting them to lend a hand—from drones that keep workers safe 

to loudspeakers that explain our surroundings. Learn how these everyday objects 

and Watson IoT helps deliver exceptional outcomes. 

Speaker Industry

TRD–3961: Understanding Changes in the Workplace 
and the Forces Driving These Changes

Featured Sessions Trends and Direction

Trends and Directions Session

 ,  02:00 PM – 02:45 PM

Businesses are leveraging data as a natural resource, and human and machine 

relationships are at the heart of it with Watson as the trusted adviser. Learn how 

work is changing through real-time optimization and data insights that deliver better 

outcomes.

Neil Gomes, Thomas Jefferson 

University & Jefferson Health System



Deon Newman, IBM
Mona Abutaleb, Ricoh Americas

Not Industry Specific

25 October 2016

Kareem Yusuf, IBM Wholesale Distribution and Services
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